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THE NEUROLINGUISTICS OF LANGUAGE LEARNING: OPENING SESSION

8 April, 1980, 5:00 p.m.

Curco Oiford/Rio de Janeiro

O

DURGA-SPIRO welcomed the members of the audience and symposium

participants (in Portuguese, then English)-sated topicstO be covered

during the symposium and introduced LORAINE OBLER and'ANDREW COHEN, the

symposium coordinators.

-LORAINE OBLER "neurolinguists of second language

acquisition, and noted that her own interest in neurolinguistic issues

related to bilingualism-develOped-during-her-stay_injerusalem, where she

had worked On_the probleM of tdlingual aphasia, which provided the impetus
.

for her monograph 4in collaboration'With-Mattin Albert) entitled the

Bilingual Brain .(New YorkrAcademic Press, 1978). This book, however, was

not specifically concerned with language teaching methods.

Obler then introduced ANDREW COHEN, Director of the Centre.for:

Applied Linguistics, an'interdisciplinary research center at the Hebrew

University, Jerusalem, Israel, noting that'his work provided a complement

,

to her in that it concerns .issues of language teaching and language

\
learning. 3
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Cohen propoSed-thar the-symposium address three issues: 1) the

relationship between language teaching methods and 4utological

e.g., whether:".certap methods of language teaching are more neurologically

sound than others; 2) the relationship between manner of language

acquisition (formal & informal) and. neurological functioning, and 3) 41e

role of individual differences in student reactions to different second

language teaching methods and to success in language learning,' as

influenced by psychological variables (e.g., self-esteem), age, se%,

handedness, cognitive style (field independence/dependence), and

- ,

motivational factors.

Ober noted that,' CARL SPIRO, the sponsor of the conference, hAs long

been codce n d Withthe reasons why we seem to remember certain lear4ed

acquired.kr owledge but have greatek difficulty with second language.

Inowledge::_ He has considered the possibility that there may be a

. .

neurochemica basis for memory retention. Stich research is just in the

earliest stags and difficult to conduct with humans. Thus, he has

Or

-suggested that the neuropsychological level may provide some insights into

this question.

Obler then provided a brief history of.interest in neuropsycho,
IJ

logical research on bilingualism:

1977 Michel Paradis' "Bilingualism and aphasia" chapter in 11. Whitaker

& Whitaker (Eds.), Studies in Neurolin uistics, Vol. 3, 4.Y.,

Academic Press. ,

1978 Harry Whitaker's "Bilingualism: a neurolinguistics perspective,"
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W. ,Ritchie (Ed.), Second language acquisition and research:

`Issues and implications.

1980-81 Conferences on this topic:

N.Y., Academic Pres6'.,
,

-Body for the Advancement of Brain, Behavior and Language Enter-
prises (BABBLE), Niagara Falls, Ontario__

. (March) -.

-Symposium at Rio de Janeiro°

_

-SymposiuM at Albuquerque, New Mexico

:(April)

(July)

`.7Conference of the New. York Atademy of. Sciences .(January 15 -16,

1981)

0 Obler doted that the purpose of the present symposium was to allow
.

participants (who are researchers in,neurologY, bilingualism, .
. .,.

. .
. .

linguistics, and theneurolinguistics of bilingualism) to talk to one
v .

anotliet, and to stimulate creative and speculative thought on the questions

raised in the symposiuM.
)

Obler preented the symposium schedule and organfiation:

be held for four days--Apii 8-April 11, 1980--from 8:30 a.m. to

daily. Sessions were to address the following topics:

1) Neurolinguistic Data on Second Language Acquisition
.

Learning_Modeis for Second Language Acquisition

3) Implications'' for Teething. and Research

it Was to

1:00 p,m.,

During each session two topfcs were to be covered, with two Speakers per

topic. The speakers and topics, in the order in which they would be

appearing, were as follows:

O '!1



April. Speaker

% L. OBLER Neurology/Boston 4A Medical
Center, Boston, MA/U.S.A.

- H. GOODGLASS Aphasia Research Center/
Bopton VA Medical Center
Boston, MA/U.S.A.

Affiliation

M. FARAD'S -Linguistics/McGill University
Montreal, Que./Canada

J.B. GLEASON Psychology/Boston University
Boston, MA/U.S.A.

10.
s
S. KRASHEN Linguistics/University of

Soutbern'California
Los Angles, CA/U.S.-A,

V. FROMKIN Linguistics/Dean of Graduate
School

A1L.C.L.A
Los Angeles, CA/U.S.A.

H. WHITAKER Hearing & Speech Scie'nc'es/
University of Maryland
College Park, MD/U.S.A.

11 K. DILLER English/University of
New Hampihire
Durham,,NH/U.S.A;

A.D. COHEN Director, Centre ,for applied
Linguistics/Hebrew University
Jerusalem/Israel

Topic,

Lateralization in.
Bilinguals

Comment

Polyglot Aphasia

Comment

Second Language
Acquisition Theory

Comment

Neurofunctionil Issues
in Bilingualism

Neirolinguistic Expla-
nations of the Differ-
ences between Language
Teaching Methods

Comment

C.B. PaulstonChair, General Linguistics/: . Generation of New
University of Pittsburgh Ideas for Teaching
Pittsburgh, PA/U.S.A. and Research

14.?-7---0bler briefly described the research interests of each speaker:

,Goodglass Research on naming problems in aphasia.
Founded Aphasia Research Center at VA Hospital..
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Ph.D. in philosophy and in linguistics.
Research on polyglot aphasia and papers dn
theoreti41 issues -1'e.g.,lipilingual 'subtypes,

.switch mechanism, and cognition.in bilinguals.
. -

Krashen- Known for distinction between second language
learning- vs. acquisition.

Research on monitoring.I4 performance, and
'recently,-on the INPUT HYPOTHESIS (i.e.,.
importance of comprehensible input for:
successful second 14nguage Auisition)..
Also responsible for neurolinguistic research
on 1st language acquisition after the'critical
age (cf. the case of.Genie). '

Fromkin Research on linguistic performanCe as evidenced
by slips of the tongue in monolinguals and on
1st language acquisition after the. critical age
(cf. the case of G enie):

"Whitaker Founder of "Brain andI;anguage," Journal ,and
co-editor of series, Studies in Neurolinguistics
(Academic Press). Collaborated' with Ojemann
(neurologist) on electrocortical stimulation
studies on 2 bilingual patients. Research on
aphasia, linguistics'& neurolinguistics.

Diller Research onlinguistic theory and second
language teaching methods; editor of a recent
book on individual differences and universals in
language- learning aptitude.

Cohen Research on second language learners, language
testing, and sociolinguistics aspectt of bilingualism.

Paulston Research..of bilingual'edUcation from a'aociological
perspective.

414' ra:.
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Durga Spiro thanked Loraine Obler called the-symposium a

"formi'dable enterprise,"-and noted that the symposium provided a means of

exploring not only the specific question "what makes an individual learji a
0.%

language?' but also, more generally, "what makes an individual -learn?" She

stated that the interests of the Spiro.Foundation Were in the broad area Of

aducation, and noted that it was not important whether or not any immediate

implications for,languagegteaching mergeeimiS the symposium Spiro

extended a welcomto the participants and audience for attending.... She then

officially declared the SYmposiUm open. \ .

o

.
o



x°-April 9, 1980

LORAINE OBLER
/

J)

"Latefalization in Bilinguals"

Cerebral lateralization is taken to mean that for a particular

fUnction one. hemisphere is 'more responsible than the other. Although it is,

a fairly difficult phenomenon to define (e.g.,, does laterality reflect

ittentional, differences or cognitive processing differences), -a number'of

experimental laterality studies .of bilinguals have accumulated in the

-literature which, although conflicting in many ways, suggest 'that

-

blc.lingualism engages the.right hemiiphere ,(RH) to. a greater extent than.

does monolingualism: Abler, discussed.. four specific forms of this claim,
L 4P

and presented an exemplary study for each position..

Hypothesis 1: There is no difference in cerebral lateralization

between bilingualsand-monolinguals and betOeen the first and second

language tn bilinguald.

'

There was discuSsion on how one can decide whether
.groups differ in degree of lateralization and what.
such a difference might involve, e.g. differences in
storage vs. processing.

Hypothesis 2: (strongest form of the argument) For one language,

the RH is more involved th'an.for the other; that is, the RH is dominant for

e

one language (not. necessarily L2) and the LH for the other language (cf.:

Rogers et. al.,'I97H Involving Hopi; Scott et al.,- 1979, invplving Navajo).-

, .

10
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OGLER
. .

WhitgRer argued' that these studies should not be ecited---
as support for the.bilingualism argUtent, since the
languages may engage-normal'RkproCesses ('e.g.x greater
Use of agery) even infmonolinguals. Gdadglass and
Fromkin greed andnoted-that, One should'separate .

hemisph1 is involvement in thought procdssesjrom
particular linguistiCskills. Vaid pointed out that ...'.:

.'neither of these-studies-examined monolinguaIspeakers .

of Hopi Sind/Or Navajo, so that it was uncleanjwhether
the results were solely language-specific'or-d e to the
billOgualism parateter or to .some interaFtio f the two..

A4
.

There wasgeneralAconsensus on the 'basic argume that
bilinguals'are presumed to, have a "differential"

./lateralization pattern. -That it is in the directibn,
/ of greater RH- participation is so only by default;
' RH involvement could arise from other factors asNwell

/ which are in themselves irrelevant to the issue atAapd.

Hypothesis ;3: Although the LH'is dominantfor both languages of the

bilingual, there is greater RH participation'fOr-both6languages, as -

compared/to RH participation in monolinguals.

In a.concurrent finger tapping,,and.yerbalization paradigm Sussman
. .

(1980) found'that speech interfered with right hand tapping'rate to the

greatest extent in monolinguals, and to the smallest extent in the.secOnd
Y.

language of bilinguals, with L2 producing an intermediate degree of inter-

ference:
1,

There was,discussfon oncthe'taskSUsed--hamely,
automatized skills, .g., counting,, auldTbate over

. 'whether it'islegitimate to explain the results in
terms of lateraIization..

Hypothesis 14: There is.greater RH involvement
f \, .

.language of bilinguals ifian\in their first language.

it the second

to

o



,in the

second
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OBLER

Wesqhe Schneiderman: (1980) notednalsignificant right eat advantage

first language(English) and no significant ear differences in the .

language(French) of nonfluerit'bilinguals.'

In discussion, the possibility was raisedthat the Bs
may have' been processing!their'second (nqnprOficienE).
language in .a different. manner than their fitat language'
which, in turn, raised the general question of what is
being-tapped in laterality'studies.

Hypothesis 5: Ckeater RH participation in the second language is

!

evident only in the early stages:

'Silverberg, Bentin, Gaziell Obier and Albert (1979) Undertook a
°,

.

.
. .

,

cross - sectional tachistoscopic c-stUdy
.

of varying petioda of formal exposure

f Hebrew-English bilingual children
. ,

.(1

to English. The results indicated an

-overall right visual field (RVF) (LH) superiority'for.Hebrew.words, buCa

left visual field (LVF) (RH) superiority in the group'witb the least amount

of exposure to English which diminished in the group with the greatest

.

amount of exposure tq EnglLian.

A.

Discussion
a ,

Xrashen sgggested that an additional hypot esis should be.

entertained, In which the

4

considered as a variable,

manner of second langulge acquisition be

e..g.,\ conscious (formal) va.cunconscious

relevant to this variable.(informal). The Studies' of Carroll (1978)'Were
0 .
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OBLER

Paulston asked if any study had related laterality .to language aptitude.

Obler referred her to the study by WeSche and Schneiderman (1980).

Prepared Comment on Obler's Paper

HAROLD GOODGLASS
P\

1)\ Noninvasive techniques are strictly dependent. for their

o

validation on prior clinical evidence.

2) Clinical evidence on monolinguals indicates that in about 99; of

-
the (right-handed) cases, aphasia occurs following-LH damage, and'that RH

°damage flattens the affective component of speech intonation-" but does nRt

affect prosodic aspects of syntactic prodetsing:.
. .

3) ,Findings from noninvasive techniques .(e.g., dichOtii listening

. ,
or tachistosopic.viewing) are suspect.beOause of the' distrepancy.between

the clinical and expe,timental data. in the petcenEage of subjects who evince

LH dominance for speech: jhere Is great fluctuation in laterality measures

of the same individual over time.'

4) Perceptual latgralization is a Correlate of-cerebral dominance

but, only in terms of direction--one'cannot make claims about differences in

degree of cerebral lateralization on'the basis of.differences in the degree

.

of lateral asymmetry.in-perceptioniA-we-idVailety:Of artifactual7factors

influence measures laterality, making it difficult to make claims
:'- .

.

group differences in degree of lateralization. Selection fictors in the

.

.

. -

case of bilingual studies may produce spurious but convincing differencea
'

. , .



GOODGLASS

. between groups', as might differences language - specific

differences.

5) There are various the
ories that propose why language ought to be

the (e.g.; the Lip
more in the LH than in superiority, " in sequential

and Archtbald, 1972i-make 6 it more.processing (cf. Kimura
for

phonettc10
language--especially

oce6sing (cf. Shankweller

Stucdert-Kennedy, 19611"

6) In light of
all this, to see why one shouldit is d ifficult even

/

oonsider-that bilinguals as ,kgroOp would show greater

theoretical rationale

R1 involvement .

There is no a _priori -for adding bilingualism as a
,

variable to
that already

all the variables exist in Ole laterality

'literature.
.

t--,

cieSPI.te ri_

-__

1). Even in m011° 1)k .-tie great variety of campoUents
4 -11a1s,'

-t'

_ that, together; constitute iengoagr-e.g. :

.

-.the Lii

eYntax,lexicOn4

and w,

-) pnonology,

reading, and writing 'the _

. .

is dominant in. all of them. It is . doubtful

. . ,

id pose
-

that bilingualism would a
different'

Problem. Indeed,- the investi-

gatorsin the early bilingtl ovudies..(e & Porgays, 4952;

Orbach, 1952) eschewedalftY as a factor in explaining theft results,

attributing the lateral Pa.teptoal asymmetries which: they observed to'
_

direCtion of reading.

'8) -It is futile
to derive implications from laterality.

ht4.
studies for

teac
language

and right handers are equallfgood in

language skills, rega
fdles where in the brontheit.language' is

6
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GOODGLASS

processed. It should therefore, make no difference to the teacher which

side of the brain is being used.

Discussion

Obler and Gleason noted that 'some evidence exists suggesting that

lefthanders are poor in acquiring a second:language, and that familial"

sinistrality may be linked to

Fromkin noted that several linguists are:left handers. Cohen

responded that, in fact, several linguists are ,not good language learners.

,'Fromicin replied that that is precisely what is interesting777that perhaps

the process of second language learning is qualitatively different from

that of first language learning.

Fromkin suggeSted that since all humans are bornwit,h.the same

cerebral abilities tegarding language, we can expect languages to be more

alike than different,. that. there w111'be'universal constraints on,the

form.and structure of human language. Goodglass agreed noting that somehow.
,

humans have evolved to be able to learn to talle.

A
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Apr*1 9,:1980

MICHEL PAADIS

-- 13 -

"Polyglot Aphasia ".

Paradis summarized the inadequaCies of the experimental bilingual

laterality literature arguing,that dichotic listening and tachistoscopic

tests -are:-

1) ,unreliable measuring instruments because:

a) they'cannot control subjects' attention and

daydreaming during the experiment.

the results in bilingual studies are rarely

significant .or are simply' trends, and when

significant, it is unclear what they are

significant_of,, they reflect.

c) the results are not,repilcable with the same Ss.

d) small numbers of subjects are used in whom degree'

and -,type of bilingualiSm are not assessed.
,

2) net correlated with.. findings frOM the Wada testl:j

Gleason: Wada tests'have only been done with a
small number of subjects.

Wada tests tap prodUction rather
_than comprehension ability.

. .

:With regard to polyglot aphasia; up. to 1977 the main question asked

Imd-been-.2!which-language-ia_recovered_firstoOest?",This may not. bea,

-An Injection of sodium anytal anesthetic to one or the other
hemisphere, enabling one to observe, whether Speech functions are-.

controlled'by that.hemisphere.
>
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PARADIS

good question, since in the 138 cases of polyglot aphasia (reviewed- in

Paradis 1977), there is a more varied pattern of recovery than factors

such as first or best-language would lead one to assume. Paradis described

six patterns of recovery: 1) parallel-, in which both. languages are

recovered at the same time or to the -same extent (this pattern is

characteristic of about 90% of unselected cases in the literature),-- 2)

differential, in which both langUages are recovered together but not

necessarily to the same degre e of at the same rate, 3) successive, in hich-
-

the- second language to be -recovered does not appear until, the first one

maximally recovers, 4) selective, in which one and only one language is

recovered, 4a) or one is recovered for. expressive purposes only,' but not

for:-coraprehension,- .5)--miked,-- In which-the' two languages will be mixed--

involuntarily and in an unsystematic wax unlike language mixing in normal

bilinguals; mixing may occur, at various 4linguistic levels and 6>

antagonistic; in which the. recovery of one languageinterferes with
. .

recoveryof the other--as the first language- improvei the second

-regresses: There. have been six cases of the -latter type reported since-.

'1977. Paradis described two additional recent Cases of a subset of this-

type .which he has -termed. alternate antagonistic recovery.

A number of -principles have been proposed to account for .nonparallel
/3

recovery:

1), Ribot's rule. (primacy)--whatever is , acquired first seems

stroogir and more resistant to deficit.

O
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PARAiiIS

Pitres' rule (habit,strength)--the language most familiar to the
(

person at the time of insult,. whether or not it was the mother tongue, is

the first or beet- to recover.

3) Environmental principle (usefulness)the language to. be

recovered first or best would be that spoken in the patients' (hospital)

environment:-

4) Emoticinal ties (cf. Hinkowski,'1P63).
\

5) Orthographic ,modalitywhether the language was spoken or :

visually learned.

, 6) Context of acquisition, e.g.., whether the 2 languages had 'been
...

,

learned together or -Separately, formally or informally.
a ,

-Fromkin: if you have couneerexamplea.rto all of these,
they 'cannot be invoked as 'prinCiples.

A -sidtching mechanism has been .propOsed'(as late as 1.948 by

Leischner) and,presumed by some authors to be localized' in the left:,.
-

, . .

supramarginal gyrus. Damage to that area,woOd -either- prevent slidakert
Q

,
from switching from one language to' the 'Other in which case they would

manifest th.e.,patteri'Of selective recovery, or they would not be .able to

_stop_sca.tching, Which would induce mixing. ,Subsequently, it alas been shown

that there :were:, at least as many cases with lesions in that.area who did
. - ;

not Sitf fer any switching "or cases with switching difficulties arising,fran

lesioilS in very different areas such as in the temporal lobe.

.
Other explanations of nonparallel- recovery'_ invoked an inhibitory
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FARAD'S

mechanism; that is, while you use one languageyou inhibit.the other, and

in time this inhibitiOn may become permanent. This inhibitory effect was

presumed to operate mainly at the output.. rather than the input level, since

It seems to be difficult to inhibit, even voluntarily',-input from the other

language.

Fromkin: Are there any cases of selective impairment
of'auditory language comprehension but not
production?

Paradis: No.

.Whitaker: The clinical aphasiological data suggest that
youshould find-those kindi of patients, i.e.,
wiffLselective comprehension deficits.

PO adis:' Evidence ofdissocistion of comprehensioncand
production has led Albert and Obler
Brain (197,64 to posit two separate grammars--
however,- one need not arrive at such a conclusion.

. -

Whitaker:-Giventhat there are differences in.,.TrodOction, it
seems Surprising that selective,differonces in
comprehension might not,a1s6 be. present. It may be
that the reason they have mot been:eported in the

-Iiterature-IsmiethodoiogitaI--(6-4.,.observational
inadequacies)..

-

Agreed.and noted :that .a bilingUal b4etery has been.
developed which attempts to test In'a standardized
format as many languages as possible. and as many
aspects of language as possible. _

p
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PARADIS

Whim does polyglot aPhasintellAis about the organization of two or

more languages in one brain that could be useful; for language teaching

strategies? With regard to the first part of thequestion, one can say

; that:

1) there is a great deal of indivldual variability which is manifested in

many different ways, e.g.:

a) in patterns of-restitution.
.

b) in the effect tt rehabilitation in one language on

- the other langudge ..(e.g.,-Hit'may be facilitatory

. -

,Or---inhihitory): ,

--.----

,

c) in patterns
-----,

of-lateralization for the second
, :

-____

,language -- different subjects have-- different

I

degrees,of lateralization.

d)..in cognitiVe styles thatmigtit'inflOence'the,

receptivity,., of. slifferenteaching. ,Thesein
'

_

turn might be iffECted-by theta:it-didOf

language acqUisitionXe.g., before 6, the same:-

/ strategies as. in LI and after 15, different

strategies are used), the manver of instruction -

Cformal___or_informal_,) and modality of acqniaition.

°

Motivational,factors (presumably calling on the

. .

limbic system) might be the key to success rather.
.

20
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than cultivating (right or left) hemispheric'

strategies.

e), in other faCtors, such as the percentage of use of
. .

the two.languages, the purpose'of use, the relative.'

,

prestige of the two languages, the type of language,

and the similarity in writing system of Li & L2.
.

These may also be important variables to explore in

future studies of bilingual aphaSia,as the data so

far do not provide evidence one way Or the other on

their importance.

. 7). two ldng-dages can be Onctionally independent, whether or not *they are

localized indifferent places.

3) competenceii. dketinct from performance, as evidenced from the diss6-

ciation in performance 'between. omlitgiension-'and prod-2tion.

4) translation is a separate task as evidenced loy,cases of paradoxical

.7

tian ation behaviour.

Discussion
--z.

N,.,

Fromkihl Do you have-anY.cases-Where there ia.differeatial.
...., ! . .

..
',0

"impairment of :t ,syntax bfoone language .and the phonology ,of the 'other?
, :' , - .. ,:.:. - k

Paradis:

Silverberg and 'Gordon (19 ) Usuallythe dissociation ehows different

Ye-e---ofTklid::=OblO,F7419,75); Wald (1960) and-t se

levels of severity, so-one.can rest it as differentialtecovery not
.

;

4.



PARA1)IS

differential aphasia, or rather,, the recovery of already differential

usage. That is, such individuali thay have spoken that way even prior to

the brain insu't.

Prepared Comment on Paradis' Paper

JEAN BERKO GLEASON

The task is 1) to decide what polyglot aphasia can tell us about

language,acquisition in the brain and 2) What it can tell u6 about ldnguage
. 0 .

teaching strategiee.

It is problematic to draw inferences about normal brains 4om brain
.)

damaged brains. ' We can justify the claim That aphasics are the same as

normals 'before 'their aphasia in traumatic. cases (only 20% of the cases in

the"polyglot aphasia literatUre) but not in cases where the aphaSia arose'

from strokes, abcess or anurisms. ( Paradis pointed but there are also many

polyglot aphasia cases where' we do not know the etiology.) We have, more
. ,

.;over; mainly :been looking at: male- brains--70%- of the cases reported by

,. .

tense.Paradia were males. 'Laterality studies suggest he exi stenee of lex
. 2

.clifferences, and there is some evidence. for sex differences.`in langdage'
4

learning ,aptitude.

In sum,, the study of polyglot aphasia may not give a clear picture

--oflanguagein- the brain' of normal indiViduals if a) the brain injuries.

originate from nontraumatic causes and b) the patients are mostly Of one

sex. 7 la

.
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Although individual differences in context of. acquisition--in

particular, the'early/late distinctionare taken to imply differences at

the cognitive and/or neurological level, they may, neVertheless, also
4111:

reflect, actual differences in the type of language used by younger vs.

older speakers (routinized, repetitive vs./abstract, unpredictable).

Affective and environmental factors may. also. be involved -in bringing about

differenCes between early and late second Idnguage learning. Factors such

as motivation, .affect, bodily involvement, community reinforement,

routines, and right hemisphere Involvement would have to be considered When

one is invoking neurologicallybased explanations..

One implication. for language teaching might. be to enhance redundancy

_
of languagelnput; so: that the brain would have more pathways-representing,.

r ^
.

ia particular funtion,iWhich:wbuld thus be more resistant to loss following

;rain damage.

-2.

<

7.7

O
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0

"Second Language Acquisition Theory"

Second language acquisition theory allows us to discuss individual
I

.differences in second languak learning and the success or failure of
.

d
1.

.

various language teaching methods in a_ principled way. Current second

. language acquisition theory may be summarized in terms of nine hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1:7 Acquisition band learning occur andare'different..

Technically defined, acquisition refers to the unconscious way inWhich

people develop skills. in a language (first or second): itjs synOnydOus
'

,with implicit; or informal learning
:. Acquisitionis the way4thildren gain

,, ..

knoWledge of their first language. ,In' normal language usage, it is what is
_ ..,.. ,,

-.

,

meant by the phrase; "picking upa languages." Learning, on the'other hand,

is.dekinedas conscious, 'explicit, formal knowledge of a langUage, what, in
.,.

normal language is meant by "knowing . . . abouta language. ", The
,

.

distindtionbetween acquisition and learning is central to'the second..
. ,

. . . .. .

.

-langiage,acquisition theory.

Hypothesis 2i .tea acquire irammatical,structures.in a statistically
.

predictable order; that IS, there is a natural order to the acquisition of

strature in L2,-pst as there is fur grammatical structures in Ll-

-:(although.the:two orders are,not.completelyidentigal).

-Hypothesis 3: Acquisition initiates the utterance in L learning

may simply increase' grammatical accuracy. In other-words,our fluency in a,

A
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second language comes.from what we halie acquired .(rather than what we

consciously know about the language). Learning,serves mainly as a Monitor,
.

a corrector or' editor. Krashen distinguished between Monitor (use cf

conscious rules) and a general monitor (general metaawareness of speech)
,,,

<.

.and noted that research,currently suggests that the Monitor is,,not-all that

important, and that three conditions seem to be necessary (but not

sufficient) in order to use conscious rules "successfully: -.

Time7if one does not have time, such

it is diflicOlt to bring up conscious rules.

2. Focus on. form (rather than, content)--to use the constiods:grammari.

,.., performers need to be thinking. aboui "correctness.'"T

as in "free conversation,
1.

"
. o

3. .:.Knowledge of the rule, This'condAtiondiaaticall limitSthe use

of the'Monitor.

EvidenCe Andicitea,:that in a. Monitor -free situation, errors that

adults make in L2 parallel those that child second, language speakers of
L.

1

that language make. In a graMmar type test situation, when'all three

conditions are met, the natural order As disturbed, which reflects the +

intrusion of the Monitor.

Gleason:: Byl. conscious rule do you mean A. generatiVe rule?

.Krashed: A pedagogical rule; e.g.,.for conjugating 'a Verb.

Hypothesis 4: 'AcOisitionHproceeds thrOugh understanding:, which

occurs by virtue Of extralinguiatic i.e., contextual information.
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Compreheniible input is a necessary (but not a sufficient) condition for

the acquisition of lidltuistic structures, t at is, for_moving from one

structure (i) to the next <I. +. I). .

According to this hyp-othesis (the i put . hypothesis), speech'

"emerges."... We do, not' teach people to talk but to listen; production

emerges .on its. ()WTI. A sub-hypothesis scat s that -it is, not .necessary. to
. -

. .
. , .

.. r

teach people particular, structures in a partidular sequence. . As long 'Ss
. , , . ..'. 0,

., .
One has .to undefstand: the message,' the structures will be there In the

..

(s.

input, and one will acquire them automaiidaily.. ti

A
-Goodglass : this circular ?, , To understands' you. :have to

decode the syntactic construction, not just make
use of contextual dueS., .

Ft omkinl The user may haVe,understood particular con'

struction passive) but may' not know',

it .ai .such. .

Par adis : Is 7' under standing" defined' as Antell fgent- guess-

Ing of the averall'Meanini of the utterance-=the'
,

meaning in which the rule is. embedded?.

Krashen:, Yes.
.

.
. .. . .,

.
.

.
. . . .

.....

. .

Whitaker : 100:.you alsume
s

""'felicity,,"

I

felicity, condition, 1...e. that

there. is an accurate language situation bing 'pre-
sented to the learner?. : .--

Krashen: Yes, but , it yould Work out, even if that were not

so

FrOmkin: Does the hypothesis include innate constraints on
the kind of grammar that can be learneft. by the

human animal ?.

Kr ashen:
.

ery ompatibie 1.461 tht..

. r i

.1
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.

(Paradis and Goodglass. argued that "compatibility"
'is a post hoc construct.)

.

, , _
. .,

.

IS. your model a model of performance or does it
account for develOpmental stages?

-, .
.

. . ,

Hypothese 1. and 4 are theoretical plaids with..
developmental implications. The Monitor aspect
is part of a synchrinic description.

Krashen then gavt a brief demonstratlon of two methods of language

teaching,.one providing contextual inpUi,-the other not.

Predictions of the input hypothesis:

. '1)- Caretaker speech (i,e,.; modificatiOn inpUt.toget children to

understand,. with an emphasis on talking about the here-and-now) should be'

effactive in LI.

2) Foreigner
-

talk (defined as modifications native speakers make

.when' talking to foreigners) should also be effective, in that' it is an 1.2.:

analogue to caretaker..speech. .

.

.Coheni Pointed out the ipportance of distinguishing
this use of "foreigner talk" from that which
implies certain forms of non-native speech
used by foreigners.

Paradis:

Gleason:

Caretakerese aneforeignerstalk.are not comparable
. .

since the' former is always syntacatically'correct,
whereas the latter is not. Krathen acknowledged
this is a feature oflsome varieties of foreigner.
talk.

Foreigner"talk is not actually well- documented or
representativei and is adtereotyped.register,-
at best.

3) Teacher talk, 1,e.S-the Language-of classroom management in

which the goal is comprehenston, should-altoTbe effetive.
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Krashen argued that children
who go trough a silent Period in

second language acquisiticn* dlries which they refrain 'from speiking in

upthat language until they c
A.build ompetence it, are taking in input.

earch was tt"11:::eflYEvidende ficm cdmparat *Ne method re
-

.

.discussed. Krashen msint4.11ed that language

.0 more successful Shan

that put they'

fecus on the message (101/u°. lire f -eessful ttlan traditional.'

deductive or inductive methnds,. He summarized the results of

Asher.(1969) in which students 32 hours experience in th:Tsottuadlyby
c

method performed asPhysical Response (TPR) -0.1 controls from an audio-
,a

-lingual method (150 hrs. exPusl,_ in reading
-4rel and writing, and were better

than .controls in listening °°14Atlobeusion. 'A similar study was conducted by

Swaffer'and Woodruff (1978)*

Krashen suggested
that key to the success of the-TPR method may

lie not so much in its wphYsit41. went as I the,faCt that the students

are attending to and un
derstaN. the message;

Since they are not required

to talk, most of the time is filled with c omPreheOsible-input.

Frumkin: part ieutat methods (e,_g TP4-maY constrain
the kilitli of. language che,getS to use.

Krashen: OR malts use of complex syntactic constructions.
,

if th input hypothesis were true-Krashen noted 'that then the

.grammatical,sequencingtArrr oaehs,is oot an appropriate teaching TrIthold
,

since:

28
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by aiming at we assume', c."76 know what this l'+ 1 is' (not

necessarily so).

we assume that individuals are at the same stage (not

necessarily so).,

3) this approach doei not go over previoUsly covered information.

4). this- approach focuses on grammar rather than on relevant or

meaningful input.
.

Paulston: I object to (3). Most grammatical sequencing
approaches use a spiralling approach; that is,
they do go bilck to previously covered material.

. .

'Krashen: ''Very few actually do.

Hypothesis 5: Affective (e.g., attitudinal) variables influence

success In language acquisition.

Ktashen hypothesized that attitude has two effects: I) people with a

positive attitude toward language learning are more likely to get input and

2). they allow the input'in.,

P

[AFFECTIVE FILTER

INPUT

.1 1

LAD ---------> COMPETENCE

Thus, the effect of affect is outside -the language acquisition device.

.,

29,
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'Hypothesis 6:. Aptitude (as defined by performance-on the Modern

Language Aptitude Test) relates to rate of conscious language learning..
\

.Hypothesis 7: If we Are asked to peiform in L2 too early, we fall

back on Ll (i.e., we use our past.knowledge) (Newmark; 1966).

The evidence comes from error analysis studies, i.e., people use the
\

surface structure of their first lanvai:le and-insert lexical items from the

second langUage\..

Hypothesis 8: There are individual, differences in Monitor use.

One source of variation is the degree to which people involve the
v'

\
.

.
,

conscious grammar e.g.; there are over users, underusers, and

.

.

\
.

optimalusers. Optimal users are those Who. use grammar to increase
..-,,

accuracy without letting it get in the way of communication.
\ ,

.

Hypothesis 9: Children are ultimately better in second language

..acquisition than re\late, learners, but adults are faster than children in

\

language acquisit on.\

Whita er: Is this hypothesis independent of age
differences in cognitive structures?

Krashe \Yes-.

Krashen pro osed\that these age differences arise because of the

combined.(countera ting)\ effects of the emergence of 'formal operations (cf.

b
Piaget> and feelin s of Vulnerability and selfconsciousness around.

puberty.. The adult has a cognitive advantage (e.g., intelligence), more

30 e.
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input, ands greater -experience /knowledge of the world leading .m faster

language acquisition. However, the affective consequences of puberty (cf.

El -kind) cause an increase in the-strength of the affective filter leading

to less successful language acquisition. (There was some,discusaion on the

term "filter.") ,

Krashen maintained that the LAD does not degenerate with age, but

that, for affective reasons, the input is not allowed in. (Thus, the

critical period does not necessarily reflect any degeneration_of the

"language acquisition device.")

Gleason: One evokes a different kind of input language when
one reaches puberty than one does as a child.

_J.:Thus, in addition ..to cognitive and affective
-'77changes, changes in the environment.ai-so haVe to be

reckoned with.

Whitaker: Although affective changes during pubefty may not
necessarily have an effect on learning-languages,
they do have significant neurochemical
'repercussions.

/Krashen noted that the affective filter probably leaves out only

selective aspects of the Second language (e.g., late-acquired structures)
.

and maintained that given sufficient input, an adult can acquire the second

"language to very -high levels. He then summarized the implications of his

theory for second language teaching methods, suggesting that the best

methOds would be'those-ihat 1) 'provide input to, the students, 2) provide

tools'for getting access to input, and 3) keep graMmar in its proper place.

,

(i.e., do not emphasize it at.:the expense of communicational goals).

31
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Discussion ,

Cohen:. What would constitute. counterevidence. to your; input

.hypothesis?

Krashen:. Here are a few examples:

1) If under. communicative situations people produce an

unnatural order (or morpheme acquisition), and if
. .

natural orders .arise'in.formal testing situations.

Finding significant6torrelations between'attitude

And acquisition.

CorreiatiOns between learning andaptitude.
- ". "

1
, .

Paulston: How could one proVide falsifiable evidence to the claim

.

that fluendy comes from'what is acquired?

Kfashen: It status is largely as a logical postulate for the

theory. (See arguments against "learning becoming acquisition" in Krashen,

1979, and on page 52 of this report.)

32
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'Prepared Comment ontrashen4s Pam

VICTORIA FROMKIN

FROMKIN

"Why is neurolingUistics of second language learningeven of

interest?" .This question is of interest to different researchers for

different reasons, e.g., for what it can telLus about the nature of the

human brain, for what it can.tell us about the nature-of human language,

and- for what it can tell us about language learning7-bOth 'first and second.

-"How is it possible for a child to acquire a language?" is a

pervading and fundamental qUestion,in most linesof research'en language.

Fromkin read a quotation fran George Harry Lewes (1879).

"Just as birds have wings, man has language . . ."

She suggested that the reason we have language is that 'we are genetically

endowed-with the ability to acquire language.

"Whatis it about the human'brain that can account for thelanguages

a child can acquire?" There is very.little evidence On this. She cited

John Marshall (1980), who argues that "behavior and physiology pass each

other by" and that-"we have so far failed to construct fUnctional process

models ...,. that can mediate between noun phrases and neurons" (p.106).

According to Fromkin,we are.at least beginning to get a grasp of:the

appropriate kinds: of questions that need, to be asked regarding the

representation of language in the brain.

33
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. Fromkin stressed the significance of Krashen's distindtion between

acquisition and learning, which reduces to,a distinctiOn.between.knowledge-
,

and metaknoWledge.(whichmakes:lingdiatics possible) and raised the

question "What does it mean to know:a language, or ven'to know a word in a.

language?". john Marshill'suggeststhatve have many mental lexicons, e.g.

orthographics.visual, auditory, itc. Aphasic evidence on the processing of.

homophOnes:sOggests the existence of at least two classes of patients,

those who treat homophones (e.g., INN/IN) as if they were all grammatical

morphemes, and those who treat .them as if they were all content'lexital

morphemes (F. Newcombe, personal communication).

FrOmkin proposed that data on speech errors'in first language.

production 'Of which U.C.L.A. currently has a corpus of over 9,000 errors

suggest the existence of linguistic processing rules.. She made a

distinttion between a Monitor whiclh corrects'and edits speech andthe

unconscious use of rules that are.part of.our internaliZed grammar and that

show up in speech errors.

.;

Whitaker: Is there A hierarchy of speech errors which
could be related to physiological factors?
Fromkin acknowledged such a possibility..

Fromkin presented examples of errors at different levels of language

and suggested their. theoretical, implications with regard tb how different

t

aspects of language areatored..

34



Type
Phonemlz

Distinctive
feature

Morphological

Syntactic

ir;
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Sample Speech Errors

Error :Produced
Spanish cass
odd hack °

pig and vat

immotionly
sequencingly
he knowed it

Where is the grand,ball-
room, by any chance?

Rosa always date. shranks.

V + /past NP

N + pl

35

.40

6

Intended Target
Spanish class
ad hoc

big and fat..

motionless
sequentially
he knew it

j- .

Do/You know. wheta the
grand ballrooM is, by any
Chance?.

Rosa always dated shrinks.

VP

ADV
. I

always

NP
"\\

1 1\
brink s

date

1,

A



The faCt that "shrink" can be either a noun or a' verb may have-_

influencedthe movement of the tense mode to ihe noun retaining" the plural

ending.

Paradis suggested an alternative. analysis.
Fromkin acknowledged the difficulty of
knowing ,what the:true analysis should be.

.

Fromkin cited another error:

Error

arg of. the flute

Intended Target

art of the fugue

This error illustrates that both "fugue".and "flute" must have been

seleOted from the mental leXicon and must hive been stored in shore term

memory to account for the of arg, even though no IL occurred in the actual.

utterance with flute.

Errors often arise from a combining of inflUences,:e.g., when the

:words have the same number of syllables ancPare semantically related, etc.

In sum, the errorjata suggest that we have a lot of monitors at

work, that there is a reality of segments, distinctive features and rules

of morphology and syntax.

Fromkin then presented evide ce on speech errors elicited fn

laboratory conditions, describing some experiments of Baars, and Motley

(197E),1980).

The results indicate that if all stimu are real words and if the

errors result in atuil- words, they. are more likely-to be produced.. But if

stimuli include nonsense pairs and regular Words, h h real and nonsense

word errors are produced.

36
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'Fromkin concluded that these errors therefore provide us with
i,

information about the.way we representand use our knowledge of language-
.

I

and.the aspects of grammar that can be differentially impaired in language

pathology.

Discus' ion

Obler: Are you using-"Editor and "monitor" interchangeably?

Fromkin: Yes.

* . .

Obler:' HoW does your use of "monitor" relate to thatiof Krashen?
.;

Fromkin: I am using monitor with a small "m:
.

Gleason: Who is the error corrector?

Fromkin: It either exists internally or after,auditory feedbackT,

the data at present do not allow us to decide tetween the ..two possibil
.

iiies.

Goodglass noted that the two are very different; "We seem to 'be

built as if we cannot perceive errors."

FroMkin described data from shadowing experiments where Ss are

. either briefed or not about the-nature of the stimuli they will be
4

hearing. The results indicate.no differences in percentage,of errors,

between those who know that' the input/will contain speech errors and those

who,Alo. not. However, in normal listening conditions, one may get a higher.
4

percentage of Ss hearing the errors. Evidence on,repair of errors'suggests

that one seldom repairs in the middle of a syllable (Nooteboom, 1980). .

Evidence on phonological misperceptions from slips '0 the tongue, hand and

ear (cf. Fromkin, 1980) are also relevant.
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Obler: How does research in speech errors relate to first and

second language interference errors?

Fromkin 'It is possible that some: of the interference errors arise

\because we go to both ,grammars or we get the rules confbsed in short' term

memory (If they are Stored in the same places)

Obler: Do individuals have specific styles of speech errors?

Promkih: Yes.
.

Gleason: People do have different hesitaticin phenomenon, and

different

Fromkin: The fillers are often fqds and differ in different

,languages e.g., "uh, in .English versus &el in French.

(Some discussion on Spooner and spoonerisms followed.)

54,4;,,t8
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"NeurofunctionalIsaues in Bilingualism"

Neurofunctional aspects of bilingual language Organization were,

didcusse&froM three perspectives: 1') electrical stimulation of the exposed

language cortex in bilinguals, 2) the relationship (or.lack thereof)

b tween brainmaturationalphenomena and behavioral observations of
.

_ .

anguage acquisition,: and 3) neurologiCal correlates of automatized

anguage behavior..

Electrical Stimulation Studies. Individuals who are tubjecttin

.

these studies., suffer from a particular type of ePilepsy:that cannot be

treated by drugs,:butthat can usually be relieved by neurosurgical,'

resection.ofseizure,producing foci in the brain. -Tip prevent the
1, .

podsibiiilty of paralysis and/or aphasia reaultin& froiremoval of areas gf

the btain, it is'necessary to establIsh-vbfch side of the brain is dominant
..

for speech (i.e., which 'areas are to be avoided during suigery). To,

0
determine this, Patienta are. administered the Wada test,.: which involves

successive injection of their left and right. carotid arteries' with sodium

amytal, a substance:that_has-the effect of temporarily arrestingnormal
-,'

neuronal fuctioning in the Onilateralbrain aidas'supOliedby the:cart:1W

artery. In the brief Period 'daring.whichlthe'aMytal is being idetabolized,,,

the patient,i8 tendered dysphasic,.itAt was the. language .hemisphere that

haCbeen injected.
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Once the hemisphere ddrainant for major language functions. has been

determined 1y means' of the Wada'tebt, a craniatomy is performed,: and *11
, $

array of cortical sites are electricallyaiimdlAtea, for a period of 4-10

secon The effect of electrical stimulation is to disrupt the

s

'...,
-

functioni\ng.
-\

of. the underlying neural circuits. To determine the range o
o. . ,.

the cOrtex nsible for language procesing, a naming ta.sk is chosen0
s

1

. .

i 'since evidence from the aptasia literature suggests that the ability. to
_,.

, .

name objects-is diffusely tepreSente&in theklanguage cortex.
.

The electrical str\ilation paradigm was 'first' used with Inimans in the-

.

. .

work Of:Penfield and,7Robertg 59, Speech,and Itain Mechanisms), who did
. ,

.
_

n§t;Aowever, examine the factor of ,bilingualism, even though.it is likely
r

,,-

'that many of
'their

patients were° bilingual. TheThe paradigm has recently been
: , . _ 4, .

.

.
)nsed by Qjemaan and Whitaker (1978) and more recently by p,, Rapport

,... , i

k '`(unpublished work) on bi- memulti4ingu'al patients.

The _study 'of. Ojernann,end Whitaker (1978) reported. on two bilingual

4
epileptic patients. One was a 37 year old right-handedNiale Dutch-English

speaker, who had heen using English for a period of 12 years at the time. of.

)' the operation. The Wada test indicated that' both' hisjangUages were

represented in the. 111i 'The second patient was a' 20 year ;old right-handed..

femaleEnglish-SOAnish, early bilingual. :Theo Wadi test indicated right

hemisphere representation for both her languages.
-

Both patients were first .tested..rnHEnglish and later. in their other

language. In each testing session, -.they were asked to name a series of
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pictured objects by completing the sentence, This is a Their

performance on:the neing task was assessed by statistically comparing

their percentage of errors in each language dtiring'stimulation with their

0

performance in the absence of electrical stimulation.

The effects of stimulation'on naming ability .were similar in.the two

patients, and indicated the existence of three types oe sites, areas where

stimulation 1) always 'produced naming errors in both- the languages, 2)
,

usually produced naming errors in one of the languagesi-and occasionally

produced errors in the other, and only produced naming errors in one

language or the other.L

The stimulation data of Rapport (corlected from multilingual/

speakers }of Malay Mandarin, Hokkein and English) produced a eimi

pattern of findings as ihote reported by Ojemann and Whitaker.tapport

also found no evidence of bilateral representation of one or more'languages
/ '

of his subjects, as determined'by the Wade test.

Taken together, the .observed findings. of "partially oi/erlapping"
. -

brain substrates for the languages of_ bi7 and multilingualla provide an

anatomically based explanation for the variation in language loss and

,,recovery patterns doted in-the 'polyglot aphasia literature (reviewed by

Paradis 1977)...

The validity of these findings are 'subject to A :mtg. of caveats:

!
,

. It is likely that the brains of epileptics are npt wholly representa

eive of normal, healthy bfains.

I

41
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2.' The level'of precision in the electrical stiriulation studies, altbodgh

on the order of millimeters, may not be sufficient for stating that a

preciaecOrtical site was stimulated twice.
f

3., The results reflect performance on.only:orie linguistic function

(naming),. and may-not be represeritative:Of: other functions.

Discussion

Discussion'centered around the last two caveats. Paradis.and

Goodglass argued that the issue of precision, i.e., of re-stimulating the

exact same piece, of cortex, is crucial to the.. reliability of the finding;-

'and any interpretations based on them. Whitaker responded that it'is not

at present feasible to achieve a higher level of precision, and observed

that the use of statistical averages of responses drawn from a larger

subject sample ybviates' the problem of reliabilityof the data. He also

pointed out that even if one were to.accept the possibility that the same

'piece of brain had not been-re-stimulated, only the second. of the three

sets of findings (see p. 38) would be called into question. Note also that

the error in placement is on the order.of a few millimeters, while the area

affected by the electrode is on the order of a centimeter.

Another:pOint.that received considerable discussion was raised 'by

Fromkin and Gleason, who questioned the meaning of "differential repre-

sentation" of language in bilinguals; e.g.,'whether it refers to separate

storage of lexical items from the two languages or to separate pathways
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leading to the lexiial storage. krelated'issue con6rned the generaliz-

ability of'the data to other lingUistic functions besides naming.

With respect to the first issue, Whitake acknowledged that the data

by themselves do not offer-any clues aa tO the nature,of:the process being

interfered with; that is, whether It is at the level of storage, or access
4

to a stored Item. With respect to the second issue,,he agreed..that it is

likely that different components of,langilage have different intra- and/or

inter-hemispheric substrates, and Cited recent work by Ojemann investi-

gating other linguistic functions Which!do not reveal the same,pattern as

does naming. Unfortunately; such studies have yet. to be done with

bilinguals. Whitaker contended that, to the'extent that naming ability

reflects a global aspect of language, it is legitimate tb make the

generalization on the basis of the stimulation data that the languages of

the bilingual are differentially represented in the brain, albeit in a

Complex, overlapping fashion;

Whitaker also noted that "functionsothat may (or may be in the

same pig.ce of brain have' different thresholds for being interf ed with,

\

, .

both eheMically and eleCtrically." He-presented evidence subst ntiating
.

.

this point, drawn from electrical stimulation studies and amytal studies.

Brain maturation. There are three postnatal brain maturat onal

milestones, the first occurring around 10-15 months, when core co nections
i

are established in the primary/MotOr'areas of the cortex.-, Thiaco ncides

with the time that children begin to talk. The next'milestone occ
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around three to five years of age when, by biochemical, electro-.

physiological and mOrphologicai criteria, the brairi has reached aboUt 80%

of its adult state. The next milestone occurs_around puberty', when the

brain, is inundated with hormonal changes,;

The rate oflmaturation up to the age of five differs for different
.

parts of the central nervous system. Indices of maturation indicate that

one of the first areas to mature is the motor area, particularly the hand

and.face areas, and that the last cortical area to mature is the region 'of

the supramarginal and angular gyrf.
/ .

Whitaker argued that, beyond providing. a rough correletion these .

maturational phenomena offer little in the way'of explanations of obseryed

behavioral differences in first and second language acquisition..

.1) Discussion

Whitaker pointed out the futility of attempts on'the part 'of

educators to 'exercise one side of the brain, in view of the faCt that the

interconnectedness of the two hemispheres and the rapidity"of neural

transmission make it inevitable that bOth sides of the brain will get all

of any input within a matter of 50 milliseconds, or less.

Paradis argued that, nevertheless., there is a sense in which one can

talk of a given teaching method.selectively.engagiAg a particular

hemisphere, since the two sides of the brain are specialized.in terms of

the manner in which they process information.

44
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Automatization todel. Automatization refers. to the central organi

___---zation in the nervous system that programs a sequence of muscular actions.

According to the automatization model proposed by Whitaker, 1) an'effect of

automatization is to shift certain aspects of language processing into the

perisylvian and perirolandic cortex, and 2) a more automatized routine__
: .

uses less cortical tissue than one that_is--lees:ahthietized.

Evidence in support of the first claim derives from a) brain

maturational phenomena which indicate that the motor cortex is the firit

part of the language system to mature and is'also the area with the

greatest degree Of myelinization, and therefore, of functional differ

entiation, and b) blood,flow studies which indicate that there is an

increase in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) in the perisylvian and

peri=rolandic areas when. subjects are asked to perfOrm automatized speech

routines, but that blood flow is-greater in frontal regions when the

individuals -are resting and only ,thinking of speaking.7.

Evidence for the second claim derives from blood flow studies in

which tapping rate wasthe.dependent variable.:, right handed individuals

tapping with their left hand produced an increase in rCBF not only in the

right hemisphere hand area but also in the left hemisphere hand.area.

However, tapping with the right hand produced an increase in rCBF just in

'1the left hemisphere hand area, distributed throughout much of the rolandic

cortex.
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It has been Observed tat children dO not manifest the differ-

entiated aphasic deficits typically cbserved in adult aphasics; aphasia in

children up to the age of eight years. tends to be global, Whitaker

suggested that this might reflect a more widespread representation of

linguistic functiOns in children aid that by adulthood, when automatized

*.routines are established, one uses. smaller pieces of braih, making the rest

of the brain available"for subserving othei'linguistic tasks, such as

storing the lexicon.

With regard to second language acquisition; Whitaker proposed.that

differences in learning automatized routines in late second language

learners may reflect the fact that the brain has already packaged

linguistic functions and -that repackaging them may either cause.

!interference or may not be possible due to lack of sufficient space.

'In concluding, Whitaker suggested' that the automatizationmodel and

electrical stimulation data:provide a potential explanatory baais for

observed behavioral differences in language learning and recovery. He

. noted; however, that other (non-neurological) factors are equally useful

sources of explanation.

Discussion

Goodglass: Children who areFoing to get globally aphasic .already

have automatized speech routines.

46
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Whitaker: There are, of course, different types of automatization.

-Note that articulatory automatization dev4ops up until at least five or
. -

ix years of age._

Gleason: How does fluency in the second language relate to the

model?

Whitaker: Presumably, the lass fluent language'is more widely

represented, while the more fluent language is more centrally represented;

such a trend was observed,in the electrical stimulation data.
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"Neurtlifiguistic Explanations of the Differences

between Language Teaching Methods"

J. Failure in language teaching is sometimes a failure in method.

Certain methods, such as the extreme form of the grammar-ftanslation

method, may fail for everyone (see, Tot example,. Francois GOnin's

spectacular failure to learn German with this method; Diller,L1978, ch.

6). Other methods fail. only with certain' types of individuals (e.g.,'the
a .3

Bull method'at UCLA-which fails with people who favor their tight

hemisphere6-on'eye-movement tests; Diller' 1978,,ch. 11).

2. Different methods of :anguage teaching utilize different aspects

of the faculty of language.

A. The faculty of. language is.not unitary", as seen by evidence

from aptitude teses'(whith:suggeate that theta are four

separate factors: phonetic coding, grammatical sensi-

tivity, rote memory, and inductive language learning

ability); by evidence from aphasia (in which wehaVe such

syndromes.as Broca s: Aphasia, Wernicke s Aphasia,- Corr-

duttion Aphasia, and Isolation-Of the Speech Area); and

by,eVidence from blood flow studies (which shows -that.

different/language tasks utilize different-language areas).
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B. Examination of methods and their neurolinguistic

foundations: *Mimicry, memorization and pattern

drill; the direct method and its modern variations

(de Sauze, the Multiple Approach, 1929; Winitz,

The Learnables, 1978; Gattegno, The Silent Way,

1972; Asher, Total Physical Reiponse, 1974); the

3

structuro-global audio- visual method (Dialogue"

Canada); and grammar-transiation. (These methods

are discussed in Diller 1978.)

Diller argued that different teaching methods engage the language

areas of the brain differentially, just as blood flow studies have 'shown

that different areas of the brain are engaged by various cognitive

activities. He reviewed the hypothesis of Walsh and Diller (1978) that the

extreme form of mimicry-memorivition and pattern'drill does not signifi--

cantly engage the semantic areas of the,supramarginal gyms, but selec

tively activates 13rOca's area, Wernicke's area, and the arcuate fascicUlus.

(as in the aphasic syndrome of Isolation of the speech area). The Winitz

a_ nd Reeds method of learning solely through listening comprehension would.er
.

.. .

j .

.
.

.
.

activate Wernick0.s.area but also the supramarginal gyrus, (linking sound

And.meaning), and would not engage Brocaq area significantly. Xin the

other hand, the multiple approach of. de Sauzd's direct method would utilize

'N. all the language areas of the brain.

. '

49
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-In'disenssing the minimal;requirements of a good method of language

.

teaching, Diller stressed the importance of meaningful practice; that is,

an association between sound and meaning insecond language. The grammar-
0,

translation 'method fails a a method to the extent to which it .fails to

ptovIde meaningful practice (cf. Diller and Walsh, 1978). However, such

restricted methods as the acctuisitioncoUlanguage through the avoidance of

speaking f..Winitz and Reeds; 1975) and thetntal physical response

method (Asher et al:, 1974), which emphasize listening comprehension,

appear.. to be quite effective language teaching methods in that they stress.

the link between:sound and meaning. The multiple approach direct method

would seem to be sukrior in that At utilizes all the language areas, and

is especially concerned with meaningful practice.

1

Discussion.

Discussfon centered on the
/
justifiability (in light of the lack of

apprOpriate data and methodsof obtaining such data) of positing. .

differential neurolinguistic repercussions of different language teaching

methods. Evidence for different language areas, drawn largely from lesion

data; may not ptovide.a representative-accountof.languagp.organization in

the-normal, intact btain. "Moreover neurolinguiatic mechanisms involved in

the process of learning a language, (first or seccmd) might differ from

those subserving adulti.e., mature) language nsage.. Finally, it was

noted thateexplzinationd foil,observed differences in the ,effectiveness of
.

1;..4.,
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different methods of language teaching need not require explanations ore the

neurolinguistic level, insofar at they could plausibly reflect a host of

.psychological variables yet to be more fully explored.

Krashen:. What you're Aoing is extrapolating trom other studies

suggesting that these are tbp areas of the,, brain involved in monolinguals

to:what would happen in the second language?

Diller: Yes..

.
Krashen: Are you claiming that people process language in funda

ment ly different ways because they are using different areas of the

brain?

kin: Ireally don't understand your (Diller's) claim- -

ultimately we all learn a language.

Krashen: Do you Want to say that everyone has a different language

acquisition:devicLAD)?

Diller:. NO 'mat that the language acquisition deyice has different

. components, some of wh ch function more' Strongly,in certain people.
0

Goodglass:' I don't think it is pratticaI. to correlate strategies of

learning a language. with di ferent aphasic syndromes!"we just don't tinmi
, .

'what the neurological correla es of various learning strategies are.

Aphasia lesion data are only one source of evidence for the suggestion of

localization. I think it is futile to try and explain the advantagesand

'disadvantages of a learning strategy in terms.of. what brain system you have



,

utill;ed. tyrashen's g,,.Liestion (see previout.pa ) is an important one, but
.
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one which we are a 'i.31.71lion miles from being abl- to answer.

Gleason: .We're a million miles away frod answering what kinds of

brain activities may underlie individual differen ei in ability or

cognitive style=c14rly, we have differences in a ility and cognitive

style.
/.

Obler:. Diller's claim (that. different Lingua e teaching methods

recruit different brain areas) is testable in.'princi le--PerhaOs with blood

flow studies.

Gleason: The blood flow method.tests something at the moment o

Whereas'a teaching method-operates over time:
\

Paradis: Yes, but you can compare individuals-wh "have learned with

one method with those who have learned with-another.

Krashen: I think #4necessary bridge between rese rch on second
.

nd brain involvepent Is the cognitive-language teaching-me

psychological level.

1

52
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ANDREW COHEN

Prepared Comment

rr, . ti.
It is dangerous to claim, as Diller does, that thereare.widely

I.

differing neurological centees or ,pathways 'associated with different
.

teaching methods.'
Fromkin: Such a claim is testable brut ieljust not -

sufficient as an explanation. .

It may be more instructive to look at other.factors that may be 'used to

evaluate different" teaching methods, such as, the characterietit6of,-the 4

drop-buts of'different methods.

J11 reviewing his 'own ongoing research on the (lack of)' !mace

different language learners,.COhen.first discussed, the use. of introisPective

dita'obtiine from the learner in the claasroom. A major aim.ofthit

intrnspectiorrelititing, 'project isto eXplOre the types oUoperations that
.. ,

.

all the learners in a.given14606 maybe performing on their input at a

given.moment, whatever he:teachiing rpthod; e.g.,'Whether theyfre forming

".questions, rephrasing the input, characterizing, or. labelling it,-and/or

' reasoning -- deductively or induCtively (Cohen, forthcoming). Cohen

acknowledged'the,difficulty in obtaining introspeCtive data of sufficient

precision inasmuch as the learner's may not know how to destribe what they

are experiencing. He.noted that the experimenter should be careful not'to

help the learner to provide; the needed information:

c.
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. - ,Another issue that has been :studied is 'longten; vocabulary'

i
acquisition:, Language teachers all too often constrain both the amount. and

- \,
type of vocabulary items. to be learned by student and limit, the manner by

which the items are to-be

\

learned (typical.Li y rote memorization). r.. Cohen,'

has examined the effects of giving the lea
A
rner the option.r -selecting both

. ,

the amount of items -to be learned and the manner in which they may. be
1

1
I-

associated with words in the native -language (Cohen Et- Ap. hit, 1980a, ,

1980b). Other topics of research have included .an investigation of how
. ,

students take _notes and how: they perform under test situations. 6
g t

. t

4

. All these approaches are oriented towards .language learning, ratherl
.

..

than language acquisition (cf. Krashen's distinctiOn),, and at unsuccessful

lelitnirle,, in particular.

. Discussion
..._

I There was discussion onthe learning/acquisition distinction.,
. 4..

' / '''
1.

Cohen' For certain perposes, such as preparing!, oneself to lecture
i . .. .

in a foreign university,.. learning is a quicker, more efficient route, since

it provides more finely7tuned input than is generally available otherwiie

and may produce learner output that is-more amenable to note taker's' (i.e.,.
a

more errorfree).

Krashen: Whatever is being learned in that case cannot be called

language but,, imply, conscious knowledge: of the rules of a particular

language.
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. 0 . \

'Diller raised theA juestion that just becaun something is automatic

\ \
when one is lifluent speaker doein't mean that one did not have to go

,

0.
\

4

'theough!a conscious stage; h ,noted \that several childrengo through such a i
,

.

stage is acquiring their first language, as adults 4o in aquiring other'
l''

,. ,
e: 4

skills, e.g., typing. Krashen acknowledged that the question
\

Of whether
. \

.!,

learning has to'precede acquisition is an important one, and argued that

several :lines of evidence would suggest' that it need not: 1) the. existence.

Of'individuals who know grammar. rules but cannot use' them properly'in
!

context and 2) conversely, the xistence of individuals who do not know any

rules consciously but use them koperly. Fromkin noted that learning need_

not be necedsaY but that it might be'sufficient. Aftet further

discussion on this iisue,.Krashensuggested-the following summary statement

as:a comPromise: Comprehensible input is necessary but not sufficient.

-Everyone is an acquirer, some people are also learners. Learning is good

for some rules some of the time for,sOme of the, situations, and has

`Cosmetic effects. Paulston objected to.the use of the term "cosmetic."

te,
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"Generation .of New deas fOr Teaching and Research "...

. Paulston argued.that-Athere are few new' techniques in the-field of
. I

,
,_,

language teaching - -St. Augusilneused pattern drills, the Scholastics used

notional-funetional methods-, 1ndthe'Romans, a form of immersion. What

, .

,

does change Is the combination or constellation .of the various methods used

/

:-In language,teaching. Shwfurther,contended that practical, problems of
, t

i

language teaching-have little, io'do With'the,theories of language learning,-

and posed the problem of hOw to bring together the empirical, theory-

,

diVorced, trial-and-error method adopted by language teachers and the

,:

deductive, logical,1

hypotheses proposed by language acquisition theorists,

,.With regard\to neUrolinguietics ti.-a pmtential.Meansof resolving

the "probleM; Paulst\on noted that neurOlinguistid topics lack theoretical

/ . I . ..

foun4ations4 eince deurOlingilistics.as a field is still largely in the
, 1

data-gathering stage, "What you get, then,.'SteYlanguage eeachers looking

lafor a theoretical, ex natory framework within a field Which itself has

very little .explanatory power . . . We are looking to neurolinguistics to
/ __._......

do something that it is still clearly not -. able to do for Itself. Clearly,

one can't criticize"neur l/inguistics for that, or reject the validity of
\/

,

the efforts to do that, but it does behoove us to be extremely cautious of

that we say." (E.g., advocating methods that appeal to right-brain
,

involvement, or explaining the poor. performance Of Chicanos in school by

the suggestion that th y use their right-brain more.)

56
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The question for discussidn is "Where do we go from here?" To say

that it is futile to pay attention to neurolinguistic issues would. be over

. pessimistic, yet to skip and jump ahead would be irresponsible. A

continued dialogue is important.

General Discussion

Fromkin described the case studied by Friedewcomhe"of a boy with

severe neurological deficits including central deafness and cerebral.

palsy, who was still .capable of communicating through gestures. She argued

that 1) the human brain seems to be wired for human language, 2) although,.

.there'are an infinite number of languages theoretically possiJ1e, only e

\-
finite type of languages. actually exists and their simildrities\outweigh

,their di.-,!rences, and 3)' to the extent that (1) and f2) are true, the

interesting question for research,shOuld be."why do we not have
\-

\. difficulties learning our first language, but why do some have

\difficulty learning the second?"
... .

Cohen: But we AO have trouble learningthe.first\I nguage.' The
..\

message may come easily but the form comes with great difficulty, over

extended- periods of exposure to input.

Fromkin disagreed, noting that children produce complex forms, e.g.,

s_ .

interrogatives, imperatives, relative clauses; the fact thatcases like

Genie exist adds support to the hysiotheSis.Of the innateness of the ability

to acquire language. Paradis argued that the brain is organized to acquire

ry
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language but he agreed with Cohen in that "the case and rapidity wish .wich

a child learns his first language may have been overemphasized in the

literature,(perhaps,because of some theoretkil bias in linguistics)" and

;
argued that it is time to study how long it takes children to acquire most

of the lingOistic (e.g., syntatatiO.structures. Paradis noted that at age

eight or nine a child still cannot under stand passive sentence. Fromkin

objected, pointing out thata child may not be able to'comprehenda

particular linguistic structure in a test situation but carCuse_it

appropriately, in conversation. -Paradis agreed, noting that that was

precisely the point--a great deal:Of Whatwa call ,language comprehension-is

not linguistic, in that the child has not yet mastered the code,, but is

simply good at guessing or inferring 'meaning from extralinguistic cues.

Coodglassnoted that semantically nonreversible passives are acquired

earlier than reversible.oneshich requires a knowledge of grammatical

,

rules. _ ":! 1

Paradis proposed that learning a tecond-language 'takes a:lot of
, v., ,

time, -practice and conscious effort, but that so does learning a first

language. If an adult were to get as much practice (in terms of input and

time spent) in the second language as a child does for the first (or

second), language, that adult would unquestionably be as fluent' in the

language as would the child. Paradis cautioned against accepting all too

readily the statement that our ability to acquire language is a biological

given; "it is trim that we are

just do it sitting down."

the only

58
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Diller noted that just as we can marvel ;at the ease witti-Which

children seem ioAcquire second lailguageSsi),,too, can one ,prireiat'the;-

relative ease with Which'some adalts can master.a secondOnguage, in many

ftWer hours. Goodglass . noted that one does not have to learn as much in

;second lancliage learning. since one domes to the, task with a first language

already under one's belt. Knowledge of phonology, syntax, etc: of,the

first language may be helpful in acquifing the particular grammar of a

second language. Diller mentioned that anecdotal evidence-suggestS that

indiYiduals who have mastered two languages tend to be better than

monolingtialsat acquiring additional languages,.and posed the question

"What is it about the bilingual brain that improves language acqufation?"

Goodglass-noted.thatiieOple who are good at learning-a third language may,

have been good at, learning a second language, whereas those who were not

good at learning a second language-would have dropped out of the picture.

Cohen described a' study in Isre1'..of-about 300 immigrantd; inLthatstUdy,

. number of languages spoken". did not emerge,sS a: significant

predictor of success in learning Hebrew, although other variables(e.g.,

age, relieoasbacfcgraund occupation) weresignificant predictori (Nir,

Blum-Kulka., and Cohen, 1978). Paulston suggested that language typol

\ .may be a factoi.,

Paradis argOed that "while it may help one to anderstand the second
. (A

language.better if it is'of the same language family, it ii'nOt going to

help one to Speak.it." Goodglass resronded that, cognates aside once you

have mastered the struggle of first language acquisition, you have a

59
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framework which facilitates second language acquisition. Paradis. noted

1

that knowing the concept of gender will not help one to assign.gender in

specific cases. Gleason argued that "learning a language can give you

principles for how to look at another language," e.g., experience with a.

language that does particular things (e.g.., attaches inflections to the

ends of words) gives you a kind of cognitive strategy for learning the

other language. 'Paulston noted that semantic salience is also important.

Paradis suggested that Kolers"wOrk indicates that transfer to new.

cognitive tasks.. only works. to the extentthar,the tasks are similar. -I.
, -

.
.

,,.
.

.
.

/

Fromkin responded that thaanalogy.Was note good one, since language. i

learning is not like rote learning (as' in Kolers' experiments), and

maintained that learning a language gives you arM.hternalized knowledge of

grammar principies,that he2ps shOhldz--in learning a second'

language. ParadisqUestioned.that, saying that-the evidence is oVer
.

whelminglY.against

Coen noted that positive transfer, would be expected. between

languages that are similar; however, recent second language acquisition

,

data on avoidance are showing that that's not true: :language learners

.

,

appear to be avoiding transfer ,of large chunks 44, what'is in their. native

language, for a variety of reasons-- .g., work in 6e Netherlands,(Jordens
. ,

and Kellerman, 1978) suggests that perceived foreignne5s of a. language will

create an avoidance of traewfer on the part of the learler even when that

transfer would be positive.
,

60
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. Patadissummarized his poSition,

DISCUSSION

noting that "once the learner knows

all.the things;,that can'happen, this doesn't help him to know all the

things .that do happen, as evidenced by all the failures."

. -

Obler: Further research is needed into what exactly goes into

comprehensibility:

1) gow does the person who is teaching or speaking to a language

learner devise comprehensible.languagel

2) Uhat is it about the cOmprehenaibility that permits the learner

to leer& the language?

Gleason: It depends on its relevance to the learner. Some kids

learn language better than othets and Communicatebetter than others.

Obler:' Are some people betteflanguage teachers, and how can what

'good teachers knowhe taught?

Gleason: CoMptehensibIe input. (e.g'., Krashen) is only coMpre

hensible''ornot to the person to-whom it is addressed, and you can only

'know if 1t is if that person. gives you some kind.of feedback signal that

lets you. know if yoU have-hit the target. If you know you.are hitting the

targetoyon.arenOt'having comprehenSible input, you are having communica

tion, because the- person is communicating. back to you.:

Krashen: Exactly.

Gleason: go -do' teachers, parents, etc.

to know how to talk

haven't addressed.

pick up the right signals

to children or foreigners? That is the question we

People'are sensitive to one another . ... language

6.

WS'
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is not an abstract entity acquired by a brain.: "EverybOdy acquires language

through interaction with other people.

Paradis-noted that considerable data

fact that mothers do adapt to, the childwhy

have accumulated (supporting the

couldn't the teacher similarly

.,\
not understand?adapt; that is, knOw when the child does or does

Gleason: In being trained to be students we are not trained to give

signals of comprehension or non-comprehension.

Paulston: We all agree that you have t have some kind of human

'interaction.

Cohen: True--and that can

method does work.

be traumatic for some children. But the

Paulston: -works,in immersionnot in pseudo immersion.

Cohen: That is, it works, in submersion.

Paradis: In, pseudo immersion, they pick up the pidgin that was

spoken around them.

Paulston: Orie important point should be pointed out--i.e. you do

..get acquisition in the classroom; you cannot equate,learnipg with fcrMal

classroom and acquisition with learning out in the. street. .Another point'

.we agree on is that the classroom should be so structured that it alloWs

students to acquire-language:, through interaction.with peers.

0
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Obler.: It is clear to me that Christiana has more dthAn done 'what we

expected her to do to stimulite.e very fine diaCussion.

°Obler expressed her satisfadpion with the way the symposium had

gone, its interdisciplinary nature, and the questions-- methodological and

theoretical-7ft had raised. She -thanked the'pOticipants and members of

the,eildience.

Durga Spiro recounted her ownexperienceS in acquiring languages and,

'`stressed theiMportance of affective factors in language acquisition. She

made the point that one learns a language for a Terticular reason which

.provides the incentive to learn, 'and therefore, guarantees some' effort.,

towards achieving success. The ultimate success will depend on one's

intelligence :level.

."Learning A second language has a lot to do wi'th'. . survival.

You. need it for a-reason. The motivation is there for, you to be a. good.

student.. This has nothing rodo with Whether or'not'yoware good: at

learning languages. takes.effort to learn a languager'which means that
Ni4

yOu are going to have to.

Here at.Curgo Oxford we are aware of the difficulties in learning a
CI

,
.

second language, especially, since English is spoken here exclusively in the

context of the classroom--which makes it a great feat for our students to

be able to communicate in English' in a year. or two.

We are very proud of our initiative-and-very happy'to see the

efforts_puf-in -WEhe Foundation, Loraine Obler and Andrew Cohen."
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